
The Utah Legislature is holding a "Special Session" SOON  on August 20th - which means another round
of rapid-fire bill passings, which everyone including the legislators will have barely any time to glance at.
It's time RIGHT NOW to put sustained pressure on the entire legislature on two fronts: 

       1) Stopping the Governor's Extension of State-of-Emergency 
       2) Limiting the Health Department's overreach of power during a state-of-emergency. 

Otherwise, it's possible that another set of liberty-strangling orders, all based on the so-called
"emergency" will sneak through faster than anyone can fight them. We must start protesting NOW to
end this problem at the root and start healing our state, communities, and freedoms.

We've prepared a couple letters that can be sent out to the legislators with your changes. The subject:
END THE EMERGENCY and CURTAIL HEALTH DEPARTMENT. There should be enough backlash from the
public before the session even begins, so they know we the people are aware of the way this situation is
being continued. If the "emergency" goes away, all the mandates and extreme measures have to go
away too. We are NOT  in a state of health emergency and should be free from all restraints associated
with it.

If you are as SICK OF COVID-19 and the mismanagement of it by Government as we are, it's worth
whatever GREAT EFFORT we can give to flood our legislators with our voices  about this NOW before
August 20th. So much depends on us taking action now.

ACTION TO TAKE:  1) Go to https://heyfriendyouvegotthis.com/take-action-to-defend-freedom/ where you'll find more information, links to
legislator contact info, and pdf copies of letters to use and personalize. 2) Send ALL Utah legislators one of the letters. Flood them with emails,
texts, and phone calls. 3) Reach out to at least 10 friends and family, giving them the link above, inviting them to also take action for freedom. 

For more info please contact us at unmaskthedata.com (coming soon, check back if not up yet!) to get involved with local efforts to change the course of our
state. We need everyone to help preserve our liberty and family culture.

Here's what YOU can do about it today: 

                  of extreme measures (business and school shutdowns, mandated masks, government
and unelected health-department overreaching of power) over a virus that has proven to not be
as deadly or contagious as projected? 

Are you sick

                   of the way "experts" change their minds about everything concerning this virus, 
altering the data surrounding "cases" and mask effectiveness, and creating confusion and
unwarranted fear and panic in the people? 

                   of being threatened with more lockdowns and mandates that are disrupting and
crushing our lives and liberty?

Are you sick

Are you sick

                  of the illegal the way government shut down the economy, decided who and what
is "essential", and continues to tell you today when, how, what you can and can't do?

Are you sick

Sick of COVID-19?
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